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Abstract

Wireless and satellite communications are a rapidly growing industries which are slated for explosive growth

into emerging countries as well as countries with advanced economies. The dominant trend in wireless

communication systems is towards broadband applications such as multimedia file transfer, video transmis-

sion and Internet access. These applications require much higher data transmission rates than those currently

used for voice transmission applications. To achieve these higher data rates, substantially larger bandwidths

and higher carrier frequencies are required. A key roadblock to implementing these systems at K-band

(18-26.5 GHz) and Ka-band (26.5-40 GHz) is the need to develop hardware which meets the requirements

for high data rate transmission in a cost effective manner. In this chapter, we report on the status of tunable

dielectric thin films for devices, such as resonators, filters, phased array antennas, and tunable oscillators,

which utilize nonlinear tuning in the control elements. Paraelectric materials such as Barium Strontium

Titanate ((Ba, Sr)TiO 3) have dielectric constants which can be tuned by varying the magnitude of the electric

field across the material. Therefore, these materials can be used to control the frequency and/or phase response

of various devices such as electronically steerable phased array antennas, oscillators, and filters. Currently,

tunable dielectric devices are being developed for applications which require high tunability, low loss, and

good RF power-handling capabilities at microwave and millimeter-wave frequencies. These properties are

strongly impacted by film microstructure and device design, and considerable developmental work is still

required. However, in the last several years enormous progress has occurred in this field, validating the



potentialof tunabledielectrictechnologyforbroadbandwirelesscommunicationapplications.Inthischapter

wesummarizehowfilm processingtechniques,microwavetestconfigurations,andprototypedeviceshave

combinedto drivethefieldto itscurrentstageof development.
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Q

QAM

STO
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Atomic force microscopy

Asynchronous transfer mode

Bit error rate

Barium strontium titanate (Ba Sr__.)TiO3

Decibel

Geosynchronous Earth orbit

Gigahertz

Intermodulation distortion

26.5 - 40 GHz

18 - 26.5 GHz

Kilobits per second

Kilohertz

12 - 18 GHz

! - 2 GHz

Low earth orbit

Local multipoint distribution service

Megabits per second

Megahertz

Personal communication services

Lead strontium zirconium titanate

Quality factor

Quadrature amplitude modulation

Strontium titanate (SrTiO3)

Dissipation factor



YBCO

Ev

_o

Yttrium barium copper oxide

Dielectric constant

Wavelength (free space)

I. Introduction

Frequency and phase tunable devices using tunable dielectric materials such as BaxSrl.xTiO 3 (BSTO) and

SrTiO 3 (STO) as tuning components are being developed for use in next-generation, broadband wireless

communication systems. Wireless communication is in the midst of an explosive growth which is

expected to continue for several years [ ! ]. At present, wireless phone use is concentrated in highly

developed countries, where over 15% of the population may own mobile phones. Conversely, the

wireless penetration rate in underdeveloped countries is generally less than 1% [2,3]. Next-generation

service providers have established several goals designed to improve the capabilities of wireless

communication systems and increase the attractiveness and affordability of this technology to a wider

range of people. The first goal is to expand coverage to more areas via the use of satellite systems. Many

people in underdeveloped countries have no access to phones of any type, and wireless systems are

usually a more cost-effective means of providing service than wired networks [4,5]. A reliable, easily

accessible telecommunications infrastructure is essential to a solid economy, and most emerging nations

are interested in using wireless systems as a means of building this infrastructure. A schematic diagram

illustrating the Iridium satellite communication system is shown in Figure 1. This diagram illustrates that

although a satellite system is comprised of various links, the most prevalent link is the user-to-satellite

link. In order to provide commercial service, it is essential that the subscriber terminal is affordable to

individual users. Current technology is capable of providing low-cost links at L-band (1-2) GHz, but the

current cost of K-band (18-26.5) and higher frequency terminals is too high for individual subscribers.

The main objective of this work is to advance tunable dielectric technologies which contribute towards

the development of low-cost user terminals which support large bandwidth applications at Ka-band

frequencies (26.5-40 GHz). Global satellite communication systems which utilize L-band user-to-satellite

links are already in place. Iridium became operational in 1998, and provides world-wide voice and data



transferservices. Other satellite systems which will provide similar services are Globalstar and ICO [6].

Second, an array of new services will become available to wireless users. In addition to voice telephony,

future broadband wireless applications include video conferencing, real-time multimedia file transfer,

remote access to corporate local area networks, high-speed Internet access, and interactive video [7,8].

These applications require substantially higher data transmission rates and larger bandwidths than current

satellite or land-based wireless systems can offer. Third, an infrastructure which allows for seamless

unification of the many diverse wireless systems must be developed [I,9]. Next-generation mobile phones

and other wireless communication systems must be capable of adapting to and operating in systems with

different standards, networks, and operating frequencies, thus making communications anytime,

anywhere a reality. The frustration of having a mobile phone which only operates in specific geographic

areas is widely shared, and the advantages and conveniences of mobile phones which operate across

different systems to provide seamless coverage throughout the world are obvious. One needs only to

examine cases such as the growth of the Internet and use of personal computers to find evidence that

public acceptance of new technologies is strongly correlated to how easy they are to use; systems

which require a high level of user expertise rarely achieve market success, whereas technologies which

are simple to operate and perform useful functions often experience explosive growth.
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Figure 1 .---Pictoral overview of the Iridium System. Note that user-to-satellite link is at

L-band. Reprinted by permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 12.



There is a close correlation between the mobile-to-satellite uplink frequency and the maximum data

transmission rate of the system because the maximum data transmission rate is proportional to bandwidth,

and large bandwidth channels are only available at high carrier frequencies. Other factors which limit data

transmission rates are the low transmit RF power levels of mobile terminals, and the need to use

inexpensive components which are often plagued by relatively low quality factor (Q) values. These

parameters are dictated by cost, weight, and size requirements. To achieve higher bandwidths and thus

higher data transmission rates, higher uplink frequencies must be used. This trend is illustrated by

comparing the uplink frequencies of broadband systems such as Teledesic and ACTS with the uplink

frequencies of "big" Low-Earth-Orbit (LEO) systems such as Iridium, Globalstar, and ICO. Whereas the

goal of big LEO systems is to provide services similar to those currently available from cellular providers,

the objective of next-generation broadband systems is to offer wireless services similar to or exceeding

those currently available from wired, fiber-based systems [10,I 1]. For example, the 2.048 Mbps uplink

data rate planned for Teledesic is roughly 40 times as fast as today's standard modems. To enable

broadband services to mobile users, low-cost mobile units capable of transmitting and receiving signals at

Ka-band must be developed. Because tunable dielectric devices may provide substantial improvements in

performance, cost, and RF power-handling capability at Ka-band, as compared to existing technologies,

devices which use these materials as the control elements may potentially play a major role in the

evolution of broadband wireless systems. A summary of several satellite communication systems already

deployed or under development is presented in Table !.

Table I. Summary of Several Satellite Communication Systems. Data taken from reference 6.
System Category Services Uplink Data Mobile Uplink

Transmission Frequencies

Rates (kbps)

Iridium Big LEO Voice, data, fax, paging, 2.4/4.8 (voice); 1616-1626.5 MHz
messaging, and position 2.4 (data)
location.

Globalstar Big LEO Voice, data, fax, paging, 2.4/4.8/9.6 1610-1626.5 MHz
messaging, and position (voice); 7.2
location. (data)

ICO Big LEO Voice, data, fax, and 4.8 (voice); 2.4 2170-2200 MHz
paging. (data)

ACTS Broadband GEO Experimental platform for Up to 622 Mbps 30 GHz
data and video

Teledesic Broadband LEO High bandwidth data, 16 (voice); 16 28.6-29.1 GHz
voice, fax, paging and kbps - 2.048
video. Mbps (data)



The development of tunable dielectric components will play a major role in the development of devices

which make the aforementioned goals possible. Beam steerable antennas, tunable filters, and tunable local

oscillators can be made using conventional technologies such as semiconductor, ferrite, or mechanical

tuning, but are plagued by one or more of the following problems: limited performance at the frequency

of interest, prohibitively high cost, or lack of compatibility with other components of the communications

system. Some of the characteristics which make tunable dielectric materials attractive for wireless

communications are reasonably high Q's at microwave and millimeter-wave frequencies, planar

structures which make them compatible with microstrip and fin line configurations, low dc power

consumption, high RF power-handling capabilities, and low manufacturing cost. These characteristics can

be advantageous in a wide variety of devices. In this chapter, we outline the general system requirements

which must be considered for next-generation wireless systems and explain where tunable dielectric

components could improve overall system performance. We then summarize the current status of tunable

dielectric materials and correlate the microwave performance with materials properties and device

configurations. Finally, the performance of specific prototype devices is presented.

II. General System Considerations

Next-generation wireless systems will require substantially higher data transmission rates than current

systems provide, and rely more heavily on satellite communications to provide coverage to sparsely

populated regions. Both of these trends attest to the need for commercial wireless systems with user-to-

satellite links at substantially higher frequencies than are currently utilized. In order to achieve higher data

transmission rates, larger bandwidths and more efficient use of the available bandwidth is necessary.

Since the frequency spectrum is already crowded at frequencies up to Ku-band (12-18 GHz), it is

imperative that systems which operate at K-band (18-26.5) and Ka-band (26.5-40 GHz) be developed

because these are the lowest frequency bands at which sufficient bandwidth is available to support

broadband applications. Next-generation wireless systems can be broadly categorized as point-to-point,

where there is a line-of-sight pathway between the end user and the base station, or satellite-to-earth



systems, where a series of LEO satellites communicate with earth stations or directly with the user [I 2].

Local Multipoint Distribution Services (LMDS) is a point-to-point system slated to operate at 25-31 GHz,

with channel bandwidths ranging from 100 kHz to 40 MHz [7]. Satellite systems such as Teledesic will

operate at user-to-satellite uplink and downlink frequencies of approximately 29 and 19 GHz,

respectively, and other broadband services will also operate at K- and Ka-band frequencies [ ! 3]. The

primary reasons for choosing these frequencies are the availability of larger bandwidths and relatively low

atmospheric absorption (as compared to absorption at slightly lower or higher frequencies) [12].

The need for higher bandwidths and more efficient use of available bandwidth is illustrated by comparing

the bandwidths and data transmission rates currently required for voice/audio applications with those

required for emerging applications as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Current and future applications for wireless communication systems, and bit rate
requirements. Data taken from reference 1.

Application Anticipated Bit Rate Comments
Requirements

Voice/Audio 8 - 256 kbps Narrowband voice channels are
typically 30 kHz [14]

Digital Data
Video Telephony
Motion Video

Wireless Asynchronous Transfer
Mode (ATM) networks

0.1 - 10 Mbps
64 - 384 kbps
1.5 - 6 Mbps

10 - 20 Mbps Up to 500-600 MHz of
bandwidth required to support
service.

Although it is impossible to specify precise bandwidth requirements for the above applications, it is clear

that substantially larger bandwidths will be required for these services than are currently being used for

wireless voice telephony. The uncertainty in bandwidth requirements is due to the varying information-

bit-per-bandwidth efficiencies of different modulation access and encoding techniques. The maximum

data rates are arrived at by first involving Shannon's criteria, which states that a bandwidth of X Hertz

allows for a maximum transmission of 2X independent, message-conveying signal amplitudes [15]. The

number of bits represented by each signal can be further increased by utilizing modulation techniques,

and increasingly complex modulation techniques are being implemented to reduce the bandwidth



requirements. However, these techniques also decrease the range over which a signal can deviate from its

desired amplitude and/or phase and still transmit information accurately. The primary techniques for

supporting applications which require high data transmission rates are to increase the channel bandwidth

or to specify more channels to support the application. Higher data transmission rates are also

accomplished by utilizing amplitude and/or phase modulation to increase the number of bits which can be

represented by each signal [8]. For example, three bits of information can be transmitted by a lone signal

with eight (=23 ) possible amplitude states. Likewise, signals in which the phase can be modulated into

one of eight possible phase states (i.e., 45 degree increments) can also be used to represent three bits. In

practice, the two techniques are combined into Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) schemes

wherein both the signal amplitude and phase are modulated, thus data transmission rates are typically

much higher than the bandwidth. To improve the bandwidth efficiency of low-cost user terminals, tunable

control devices with high Q values and RF power-handling capabilities at Ka-band are required; the

control elements must encode the signal without introducing excessive distortion. Research is currently

underway to establish whether tunable dielectric control elements will outperform semiconductor and

ferrite devices in these applications.

A. Hardware Requirements for High Bandwidth Systems at Ka-Band

In order to transmit information, the signal-to-noise (S/N) and signal-to-interference (S/I) power levels

of the transmitter-to-receiver link must be large enough to avoid excessive errors in the transmitted

information. For digital systems, a more appropriate figure of merit is the bit-error-rate (BER), Eb/N o,

which is defined as the received information bit energy to noise energy density. The most probable

sources of "noise" are background noise caused by precipitation, thermal noise created by the random

motion of electrons, or the presence of interfering signals which arise from nearby wireless systems and

intermodulation distortion. Although the maximum allowable bit energy rates for various systems depend

on a number of factors such as the required accuracy of the transmitted information and complexity of

modulation scheme (e.g., to achieve the same transmission accuracy, systems using higher QAM schemes

require lower BER's than systems using less complex QAM schemes), the trend towards higher



frequenciesandlowerBERrequirementsis unmistakable.Thus,novelhardwaremustbedevelopedif

thesegoalsaretobemetinacost-effectivemanner.Anexamplewhichillustratesthesimultaneousneed

for higherbandwidthandsmallerBER'sis videotransmission,whichrequires10.6or lowerBERvalues.

Bycomparison,BERvaluesashighas10.2areacceptablefor voicetelephony[12].In additionto

requiringlargerbandwidth,highercarrierfrequencies,andmorecomplexmodulationschemes,next-

generationapplicationswill alsorequiresubstantiallylowerBERvalues(e.g.,10-12)thanthosecurrently

requiredformostvoiceapplications.

Achievinglow BERvaluesat higherfrequenciesandover larger bandwidths will require substantial

hardware improvements. The situation is further complicated because simply increasing the bandwidth

does not result in a proportionate increase in the transmission rate of a given channel, C, since the signal-

to-noise ratio decreases as the bandwidth becomes larger, as illustrated by [15]:

C = Blog I+ (1)

where C is the channel capacity (bits/second), B is the bandwidth (Hz), S is the power of the received

signal, k is Boltzmann's constant, and T is the temperature. Equation (1) illustrates that at K- and Ka-band

frequencies, large bandwidth systems will have to transmit at higher power levels than current cellular

and PCS systems in order to compensate for the higher noise levels inherent in large bandwidth systems.

In addition, precipitation is a major source of attenuation at these frequencies, and utilizing higher RF

power levels is one technique to overcome this attenuation. The power-generating capabilities of current

cellular and PCS systems are generally limited by the dynamic range of amplifiers; as the power level

increases, the amplifiers become nonlinear, which distorts the waveform of the signal and results in a

rapid deterioration in BER rate. Furthermore, the RF power-handling capabilities of many conventional

tunable and nontunable passive semiconductor components are questionable for the high power levels

requirements of next-generation systems.



A potentiallyattractivemeansof achievingtherequiredBERvaluesfor videoandotherhighdata

transmissionrateapplicationswithoutdrasticallyraisingthetransmitterpowerlevelsis to introduce

cryocoolingintothesystem.Onthereceiverendof theRFlink,coolingthereceiverfrontend

(specifically,thebandpassfilterandfirst-stageamplifier)substantiallylowerstheintrinsicnoisepower,

noisefloor,andnoisefigureof thesystem.Coolingthefirst-stageamplifiertotemperaturesof 100-175K

alsoincreasesthedynamicrange,thustheamplifierscanbeoperatedathighergainlevels,whichalso

lowerstheBERvalues[16,171.

Forwirelesssystemswithhighusage,co-channelinterferenceis thedominantsourceof BER

degradation.Co-channelinterferenceariseswhenoneor moreundesiredsignalshavefrequencieswithin

thepassbandof thedesiredsignal,andaretransmittedto thereceiver.Theprimarysourcesofco-channel

interferencearemobileusersinnearbycellsoperatingatfrequencieswhichoverlapwiththosein the

desiredcell[18],andthirdorderintermodulationproductscausedbymountingthetransmitandreceive

antennasincloseproximityonbase station towers. A highly effective means of reducing co-channel

interference is to replace conventional antennas with beam-steerable, adaptive phased array antennas.

Adaptive beam steering minimizes co-channel interference because narrower beamwidths can be used and

nulls can be directed towards interfering signals, thus dramatically boosting the signal-to-interference

ratio. The narrower beamwidth also increases the antenna range since the beam power is compressed into

a smaller radius and thus extends further.

Phased array antennas are also used to adjust the phase and gain in an adaptive manner, thus enabling the

gain and directivity of the antenna to be adjusted in real time. The use of beam-steerable, adaptive phased

array antennas may not only be helpful, but also essential for large bandwidth applications at Ka-band. At

frequencies above 2 GHz, precipitation is often the dominant loss mechanism in the user-to-satellite link,

and adaptive control of the antenna gain may provide a means of compensating for rapidly changing

attenuation due to varying weather conditions. Adaptive control over system parameters such as antenna

gain and beam direction is required in order to offset this degradation and maintain acceptable signal-to-



noiseratios[I 8].Althoughphasedarrayantennasarewellknown,the),areprohibitivelyexpensiveto

build,andthususedprimarilyforhigh-costmilitaryapplications.A largeportionof thesteerable-beam

antennacostisduetothephaseshiftersusedto steerthebeams,whichmaybeover$1000pertransmit/

receivedmodule.Theneedforanovel,low-costphaseshiftertechnologyis illustratedbynotingthatthe

antennabeamwidthis inverselyproportionalto thenumberof radiatingelements,thushundredstotensof

thousandsof phaseshiftersandradiatingelementsmayberequiredforanarrow-beamphased-array

antenna.Forexample,a6degreebeamwidthantennarequiresseveralhundredphaseshifters,andmany

applicationsrequiresubstantiallynarrowerbeamwidths.Clearly,thecostassociatedwithcurrentphase

shiftersisunacceptableforcommercialapplications[19],andabreak-throughin phaseshiftertechnology

isrequiredif thegoalof a low-costphasedarrayantennais tobeachieved.

Thecostandperformancerequirementsof the user terminals of next-generation wireless systems are

daunting. Modulating, transmitting, receiving, and demodulating signals at Ka-band frequencies over

large bandwidths will require major advances in active and passive device development. Tunable devices

will have a more predominant role at Ka-band than at L-band, primarily because of the need for adaptive

beam steering and complex encoding techniques. The development of tunable devices is especially

challenging because the tunable devices are intrinsically nonlinear, yet they must carry out their functions

without introducing excessive signal distortion. Furthermore, video and data file transfer applications

require substantially lower BER values than current voice applications, and these highly stringent

standard will be imposed while simultaneously increasing the carrier frequencies by a factor of I0 or

more, from L-band to Ka-band. Semiconductor switching devices such as pin diodes and field effect

transistors, as well as analog tuning devices such as varactors, perform well at 2 GHz, but are not easily

scaled to higher frequency operation due to fundamental materials limitations. New devices and materials

are required to meet the performance and cost goals. Novel devices such as steerable-beam antennas,

tunable filters, and tunable oscillators based on voltage-tunable paraelectric materials have the potential to

fill the need for high-performance, tunable passive devices which can be implemented into Ka-band

systems at low cost.
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llI. Development of Tunable Thin Film Dielectric Materials and Devices

The interest in tunable dielectrics for microwave and millimeter-wave applications has been fueled by the

recent explosion in wireless communications. The concept of exploiting the voltage-dependent dielectric

constant of ferroelectric and tunable dielectric materials such as BSTO for microwave tuning applications

has been discussed for more than 30 years [20]. However, the original idea of making tunable devices

from bulk ferroelectric materials was not pursued aggressively primarily because it is difficult to design

bulk devices which have both the low capacitance values required for microwave applications

concomitantly with large tunabilities at moderate dc voltage levels (i.e. tens of volts). Specifically,

matching the varactor reactance, X c = I/c0C, to the impedance of the rest of the circuit usually requires

capacitance values less than 10 picofarads (pF). For example, a varactor designed for 50 _ characteristic

impedance at 2 GHz must have a capacitance of i .6 pF; higher or lower capacitance values will cause

signal reflections because of impedance mismatch. Since the desired capacitance value for impedance-

matched circuits is inversely proportional to frequency, the need for even lower capacitance varactors at

Ka-band is obvious. Furthermore, there are several applications where signal reflections are intentionally

designed into the circuit, and these applications call for even lower capacitance values than would be

dictated by an impedance-matched circuit. For example, in tunable microstrip filters the varactor is

located at positions where the RF voltage is maximized, such as the end of a one-half wavelength

resonator. In this configuration, the varactor essentially replaces the open circuit capacitance of the

resonator end with a variable capacitance [21 ].

To appreciate the capabilities and potential of tunable devices based on tunable dielectric thin films, it is

important to understand the competing technologies: semiconductors and ferrites. These technologies do

not meet the requirements of low losses, low distortion, ease of integration into larger systems, and

inexpensive manufacturing cost for several reasons. Schematic diagrams of a semiconductor p-n junction

and ferrite toroid are shown in Figure 2. Semiconductor varactors, while widely used for low frequency

II



applications,sufferQdegradationdue to series resistance losses. This degradation is proportional to

frequency, and often limits the device performance at frequencies above approximately 2 GHz [22-24]. A

Schottky barrier semiconductor varactor is comprised of a p-n junction, and the capacitance is controlled

by varying the reverse bias voltage, which in turn controls the junction width and thus capacitance [25].

To achieve high tunability, the p-n layers should be lightly doped so that the width of the depletion region

is substantially altered with moderate changes in bias voltage. However, since the undepleted portion of

the semiconductor layer also serves as one of the electrodes, lightly doped layers are resistive and are the

source of excessive losses and Q degradation at microwave frequencies.

Another problem of semiconductor varactors is poor RF power-handling capability. Low capacitance

varactors are achieved by decreasing the capacitor area, and Ka-band semiconductor varactors may have

areas as small as 2.5×10 -7 cm 2. Bearing in mind that typical space charge depletion widths are typically

1-5 lam, the amount of RF power which can be transmitted through such a small volume without

substantial signal distortion is limited to values less than one milliwatt. Although tradeoffs can be made in

terms of capacitance, tunability, Q, and power-handling capability which enable semiconductor varactors

to operate at frequencies above 500 GHz [26], it is difficult to design a varactor which simultaneously

meets the requirements for high Q, high power-handling capability, and low capacitance necessary for

Ka-band applications. Closely related to varactor diodes, are PIN diodes. They have substantially higher

power-handling capabilities than varactor diodes because the RF voltage is distributed across an

insulating region which is much larger than the varactor space charge region [27]. However, PIN diodes

are RF switching devices and thus incapable of analog tuning [28]. Since the primary objective of this

chapter is to summarize the status of tunable dielectric materials for analog tuning applications,

comparisons between devices which use tunable dielectric materials and PIN diodes as the control

elements are usually not appropriate.

12
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Figure 2.--Schematic diagram of conventional analog tuning technologies;

(a) Mesa structure of p+n semiconductor varactor 26 (Reprinted by permission

of IEEE Press). (b) Magnetized ferrite toroid t02 (Reprinted by permission

of Artech House).

In contrast to semiconductors, ferrite control devices are capable of transmitting substantially higher RF

power levels and have low losses, particularly above 3 GHz [29]. However, ferrite tunable devices such

as phase shifters and filters require expensive, cumbersome, and power-consuming tuning circuitry. For

example, the tuning circuitry of a voltage-controlled oscillator with ferrite tuning may require on the

order of 12 V and 50 mA to tune the circuit and maintain it at a constant temperature [30]. Since active

devices such as semiconductor transistors typically operate at 1-5 V and less than one milliamp of

current, ferrite tuning is the dominant source ofdc power consumption in these circuits. In addition,

tunable ferrite devices, either in bulk or thin film form, are difficult to integrate with microstrip, stripline

and finline circuits because of the nature of the tuning circuitry (e.g., an induction coil) required for their

implementation [31,32]. At millimeter-wave frequencies, ferrites become more attractive because the

device size decreases with increasing frequency, thus the drive powers for the tuning circuitry also

decrease. However, because of integration and cost considerations, we believe that ferrite tuning is

unlikely to play a large role in Ka-band commercial applications such as steerable-beam antennas and

tunable filters.

13



Although the BSTO materials cited in this article are often classified under the general heading of

"ferroelectrics," the best microwave performance to-date has been observed for materials in the

paraelectric rather than ferroelectric state. Although current paraelectric device development is focused on

thin films, a great deal of information regarding the baseline microwave properties of perovskites has

been obtained through bulk studies. For example, from studies of the high frequency (3 GHz) dielectric

properties of bulk BSTO (Ba:Sr = 73:27) samples, high values of tan5 have been directly attributed to the

ferroelectric state by demonstrating that tan_5 was substantially higher at temperatures below Tc than

above it [33]. The room temperature dielectric constant of these samples was tuned from 5300 at 0 V bias

to -2000 when a dc electric field of 8.4 kV/cm was applied. No dispersion in dielectric constant as a

function of frequency was observed, and the Curie point shifted to higher temperatures with increasing

bias voltage. At 25 °C and 3 GHz, tan5 ranged from 0.12 - 0.08 depending on dc bias. Tank values were

substantially higher at temperatures below the Curie temperature, suggesting that the ferroelectric phase

introduces substantial intrinsic dielectric loss at microwave frequencies.

Correlation between the presence of the ferroelectric phase and high microwave losses was reinforced by

subsequent measurements on piezoelectric crystals. Measurements taken at 0.5-2.0 GHz on a

(Pb0.94Sro.06)(Zr0.53Ti0.47)O 3 (PSZT) ceramic showed a gradual drop in er and sharp increase in tank with

increasing frequency [34]. At 25 °C and 2 GHz, e r and tan_5 were 800 and 0.42, respectively. By adjusting

the composition to bring the Curie point below room temperature, dispersion in Er and tan_5was largely

suppressed. At 25 °C and 2 GHz, e r and tan_5 for a (Pb0.35Sr0.65)TiO 3 ceramic were 1400 and 0.04,

respectively. The conclusion was that the frequency dispersion in e r and high tank values of the PSZT

sample were due to ferroelectric domain wall motion, and these types of losses are intrinsic to all

piezoelectric materials.

Considerable effort has been expended to understand the dominant loss mechanisms in single-phase

paraelectric ceramics. Rupprecht, Bell, and Silverman published a series of articles which documented the

22 GHz losses in bulk STO and BSTO (various Ba:Sr ratios) as a function of temperature [35-37]. The

14



Cavitymeasurementsat4.5and10.0GHzshowednochangein e r or tuning from the 1 kHz data, and

tan_5 at these frequencies was 0.007 and 0.012, respectively. In contrast to the simplicity of the processing

technique, the microstructure/microwave property correlation of these materials appears to be complex,

and unraveling this correlation may be a significant step towards optimizing paraelectric materials (thick

as well as thin film) for microwave tuning applications. In addition to lowering the dielectric loss of

tunable materials, decreased e r values minimize the metallization loss, which frequently is the dominant

loss mechanism when high E r substrates are used in planar microwave devices [51,52]. These materials

are extremely promising for a variety of room-temperature distributed-element devices such as phase

shifters and electronically controlled filters based on bulk and thick film tunable dielectric materials [53-54].

A. Thin Film Optimization for Microwave Tuning Applications

Because of the need for low capacitance and low loss for tunable microstrip, stripline, and fin line filters

and phase shifters, there is substantial interest in thin film tunable dielectric materials. Thin film devices

have configurations which are compatible with planar microwave circuits, and thus are preferred to bulk

devices. Varactors fabricated using thin films can be designed to have capacitance values in the ranges

required for microwave circuitry, with tuning dc voltage levels ranging from zero to several hundred

volts.

B. Tunable Dielectric Films as Microwave Varactors

The advantages of using ferroelectric materials for tunable microwave components are well established

[55-57]. Originally, only bulk or thick film ferroelectrics were used as the tuning elements because the

quality of thin films achievable at the time was inadequate for microwave applications. In retrospect, it

appears that the large grain boundary/grain volume ratio of polycrystalline thin films was a major

impediment to high tunability in planar varactors, since grain boundary phases lack the crystalline quality

required for high tunability. Recent improvements in deposition techniques have yielded thin films with

epitaxial microstructures, resulting in much larger tunabilities than were previously reported. STO and

BSTO films deposited at temperatures ranging from 600-800 °C displayed substantially higher _r values
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andtunabilitiesatmicrowavefrequencies[58-60].Usingastructurewhereintheferroelectricfilm was

locatedattheRFvoltagemaximumof theoddmodesof atwo-portresonantstructure,Gaitetal.,[59]

demonstratedthatlaserablatedSTOfilmshavenodiscernabledispersionindielectricconstant,tuning,or

tan_5at6, 13,and20GHz.Themeasurementsweretakenat77K.Thelackof frequencydependenceon

thedielectricpropertiesof thefilmswasattributedtotheirepitaxialmicrostructure.

C. Parallel Plate STO and BSTO Varactors

Much of the initial work aimed at optimizing paraelectric thin films for tunable microwave devices was

performed using parallel plate structures where the paraelectric film is sandwiched between two

conductor layers. Parallel plate and planar varactor configurations are illustrated in Figure 3. The parallel

plate configuration enables capacitance, er' tanS, and tuning to be measured directly using simple

capacitance techniques at low frequencies (i.e., 1 MHz) [61-64]. From a device standpoint, this structure

is advantageous because for thin (e.g., < 1 p.m) films, tuning is accomplished with dc voltage levels below

5 V, thus making the control bias levels compatible with the bias levels used in semiconductor logic

devices. The tuning voltages required for parallel plate structures are much lower than the voltages

required for planar structures because the separation between conducting layers is much smaller (i.e.

<1 Hm versus 5-20 gm for planar structures). Since tuning is a function of the dc electric field strength,

and large electric fields can be generated with relatively small voltages in parallel plate structures, the

required voltages are modest.

Measurements of parallel plate Au/STO/YBCO capacitors showed that highly epitaxial STO films

provide substantial capacitance tuning ranges [61]. Subsequent data indicated the Curie temperature of

STO and BSTO films was shifted to higher temperatures by increasing the dc bias [62,64], similar to the

effect observed in bulk BSTO. The bias dependence on the Curie point was most pronounced in highly

crystalline, high e r films which displayed the highest tunabilities. It was also established that tuning in

thin films is suppressed by the presence of trace amounts of second phases [63], and that STO films

deposited on YBCO are susceptible to electrical shorting through the STO layer caused by the roughness

of the underlying YBCO layer [65].
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Despitethedifficultiesinvolvedinmeasuringthemicrowavepropertiesof parallelplateferroelectric

varactors,somedataexist.EarlyworkbyCarrolletal.,demonstratedthatthemicrowavelossof

Ag/BSTO(50/50)/Pt/MgOstructureswasdominatedbyelectrodelosses[66].Laterworkbythesame

groupestablishedthatparallelplatevaractorswithhighlycrystalline,(1130)oriented,0.5 lam thick

BSTO (80/20) layers deposited using laser deposition had 40% tunability with five volts dc bias at 2 GHz,

and tank ranged from 0.067-0.10 [67]. The extent of tunability is defined as (Cv-C0)/C 0 where CO and C v

(a)

Substr

Figure 3.--Schematic diagrams. (a) Parallel

plate paraelectdc varactor configuration.

(b) Planar varactor configuration.

are the capacitence values at zero and maximum dc voltage levels. Williamson et al, measured the

dielectric properties of parallel plate 0.5 lam thick PZT capacitors deposited using sol-gel processing at

frequencies up to 15 GHz, and observed a sharp drop in er and increase in tank at 1.3 GHz for

compositions where the rhombohedral phase was stable [68]. This behavior was attributed to the

frequency of the ac electric fields exceeding the speed of domain wall movement. By contrast,

compositions for which the ferroelectric tetragonal phase was stable showed higher er, lower tan_5, and

less dispersion from 1-15 GHz. Chivukula et al., measured the dielectric properties of parallel plate BSTO

(50/50) and PZT (40/60) films deposited using sol-gel processing and reported a roll-off in er above I
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GHzdueto seriesresistancein thebottomelectrode[69].Aftercorrectingfortheelectroderesistance,no

dispersionindielectricdatawasobservedupto6 GHz.Theauthorsattributedthelackof dispersionto the

small(10nm)grainsizeof thefilms,whichsuppresseddomainwallformation.Despitetheadvantageof

tuningwith lowdcvoltages,theuseof ferroelectricvaractorswithparallelplateconfigurationsfor

microwaveapplicationsis inhibitedbyserieselectrodelossesin thebottomelectrodeandthedifficultyof

formingsmooth,highlycrystallineferroelectricfilmsonconductinglayers.

D, Planar Electrode Structures

Most tunable microwave resonators and phase shifters which use paraelectric films to tune the frequency

or phase response use planar electrode configurations to integrate the ferroelectric films into the devices.

Planar varactors are typically fabricated by depositing tunable dielectric films on dielectric substrates

using laser ablation, sol-gel, chemical vapor deposition, or physical sputtering, followed by metal

electrode deposition. This technique is used to fabricate monolithic devices, or alternatively, arrays of

varactors are formed by patterning the metallization into gap or interdigital structures and subsequently

dicing the substrate to form individual varactors. The varactors are then bonded into the circuit as discrete

devices. Early work showed that planar tuning configurations are more compatible with planar microwave

circuitry [59,60,70,71 ]. From a design standpoint, planar structures are advantageous because they can be

readily designed to have capacitance values which provide good impedance matching to the rest of the

circuit, thus minimizing the fraction of microwave energy reflected at the conductor/varactor junction. A

second advantage of the planar configuration is that the device capacitance can be varied over a wide

range by adjusting the tunable dielectric film thickness, which also allows for control over the distribution

of microwave energy propagating in the film and low e r, low tan8 substrates such as LaAIO 3 and MgO.

This allows for trade-offs between tuning and tan8 simply by adjusting the film thickness. Third, the large

gap size of low-capacitance planar varactors simplifies design and fabrication considerations.

For tuning applications, both tunability and tan8 must be considered when comparing the relative merits

of different film compositions and varactor configurations. Comparing different film compositions,
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processingtechniquesandvaractorconfigurationscanbedifficult andmisleadingif onlythetuningor

tan_5of thefilm arereported.A figureof meritwhichprovidesabettercomparisonbetweenvariousfilms

is theK-factor,definedasthetunability/tan5(0V),andisgivenby:

K= CO -Cv (2)
C Otan 5o

where tanc5 is measured with no dc bias.

While the K factor provides a quantitative measurement of film quality, it does not necessarily follow that

films with the highest K factors are the most useful for devices. In application such as phase shifters and

filters, minimal change in tan5 as a function of bias is also important. The K factor of STO and BSTO

thin films is highly sensitive to the substrate type, film deposition parameters (e.g., 02 atmosphere,

deposition temperature, etc.), and post-deposition processing (e.g., high-temperature annealing). High

tunability with modest dc voltage levels are obtained using planar configurations if the paraelectric films

maintain in-plane epitaxy with the substrate and strain is minimal [65,72]. Tuning and tan5 for BST and

STO films with these characteristics are shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. The high tunabilities of

these films are attributed in large part to their high dielectric constants; using conformal mapping

techniques [73,74], room temperature e r values of 1500-2500 for nominally 0.4 Jamthick BSTO (40/60)

films, and 77K e r values of 3000-6000 for 0.2-!.0 lam thick STO films, were calculated. By comparison,

er values of polycrystalline BSTO and STO films rarely exceed 800 [75]. Interestingly, the e r values for

the STO thin films at 77K are higher than those of bulk, single crystal STO [76]. The reasons for this

behavior are unclear.

Planar varactor configurations are also advantageous because the quality of tunable dielectric films

deposited directly on dielectric substrates is much better than that of films deposited on metal-coated

substrates. Films deposited directly on chemically unreactive, lattice-matched substrates such as LaAIO 3

and NdGaO 3 typically have the aforementioned high e r values and tunabilities, and atomic force
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microscopyandx-raydiffractionmeasurementsindicatetheas-depositedfilmsarecomprisedof

50-70nmgrainswhichareepitaxiallyorientedrelativethesubstrate,withtypicalrmssurfaceroughness

valuesof 0.3-0.5nm[67,77].Becausethesubstrate/filminterfaceischemicallystable,depositionof

tunabledielectricfilmsdirectlyondielectricsubstratesenablestheadditionaloptionof post-annealingthe

filmsathighertemperaturesasameansof improvingtheelectricalperformance.Knaussetal,

demonstratedthatpost-annealingBSTOthinfilmsonLAO substratesat900°Csubstantiallydecreased

strainin theferroelectricfilms,whichledto highertunabilitiesandEr versustemperatureprofilessimilar

tothoseobservedinbulkmaterials[78].AI-Shareefetal,andRaymondetal,demonstratedthatincreasing

thepost-annealingtemperaturesof BSTOandSTOfilmsto 1100°Ccausedsubstantialincreasesingrain

size,Er, andtunability[79,80].LaterworkhasdemonstratedthatBSTOandSTOfilmsdepositedon

LaAIO3substratesbenefitfrompost-annealingtemperaturesashighas1200°C,withthefilm surfaces

adoptinghighlyterraced,large-grainedmorphologies(Figs.6and7).Post-annealingcausessimultaneous
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Figure 4.--Capacitance and tan_5 of 0.4 mm BSTO (40/60) interdigital varactor

with 16.5 mm gap, data taken at 298 K. The resonant frequency of the two-

port circuit was tuned from 2.54-3.00 GHz by the dc bias, and the dc voltage

was scanned over the entire range four times. 50 V dc bias corresponds to

an electric field of 3.03x104 V/cm. Data courtesy of SCT, Inc.
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Figure 5.---Capacitance and tank of 0.4 mm STO interdigital varactor with

17mm gap, data taken at 70 K. The resonant frequency of the two-port

circuit was tuned from 2.31-3.08 GHz by the dc bias, and the dc voltage

was scanned over the entire range four times. 50 V dc bias corresponds
to an electric field of 2.94x104 V/cm. Data courtesy of SCT, Inc.

increases in e r, tunability, and tan& The K factors of the films are usually improved by the post-annealing

step despite the higher tan_5 values.

It's apparent that the K factors of tunable dielectric varactors are highly dependent on the crystallinity,

strain, and roughness of the films as well as film thickness and varactor geometry. Because the tunable

dielectric films used for coplanar varactors are deposited directly on insulating substrates, more

processing options are available to optimize film quality than for films deposited on normal metal layers

such as Ag, Au, and Pt. Hence the microwave losses of planar varactors are much lower and the K-factors

are higher than those of parallel plate varactors. While it's possible that advances in bottom layer

metallization using conductive oxides may improve the performance of parallel plate varactors, problems

such as minimizing the roughness and electrical resistance of the bottom electrode, and developing

varactors with the low capacitance values required for microwave applications, must be overcome.
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Figure 6.--Atomic Force Microscopy image of 0.4 mm BSTO film on LaAIO 3

substate. The film was deposited using laser ablation at a substrate temper-

ature of 750 °C, then post-annealed in an oxygen tube furnace at 1080 °C

for seven hours.

Figure 7.--Atomic Force Microscopy image of 0.4 mm STO (40160) film on

LaAI03 substrate. The film was deposited using laser ablation at a substrate

temperature of 750 °C, then post-annealed in an oxygen tube furnace at

1080 °C for seven hours.
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IV. Hysteresis

A problem which is prevalent in both planar and parallel plate paraelectric devices is hysteresis. The form

of capacitance hysteresis which is most troublesome for microwave applications is the inability of the

varactor to reproducibly adopt a specific capacitance for a specific dc voltage when the dc voltage is

rastered across its tuning range. Examples of capacitive hysteresis in BSTO and STO varactors are

evident in Figures 4 and 5. This problem must be overcome in order for these devices to become

commercially acceptable because most of the applications outlined in this article cannot tolerate

hysteresis. Phased array antennas require precise correlation between tuning voltage and phase shift, and

capacitive hysteresis in the tuning elements will cause unacceptable degradation of the beam quality.

Tunable filters have tight center frequency, bandwidth, in-band insertion loss, and out-of-band rejection

loss specifications. The inability to precisely control the varactor capacitance will result in unacceptably

large deviations from the desired device performance.

Understanding the origins of hysteresis is the first step towards minimizing it. Ferroelectric films are

inherently hysteretic [81,82], thus the presence of ferroelectric phases is to be avoided. The presence of

hysteresis, together with large dielectric losses, are the primary reasons the compositions and processing

conditions of tunable dielectric films are chosen so as to favor formation of paraelectric rather than

ferroelectric phases. Film microstructure also appears to have an impact on hysteresis [63,83]. For STO

and BSTO films, substantial reduction in hysteresis has been obtained by choosing deposition conditions,

substrate type, and post-anneal conditions so as to promote the formation of large-grained, highly

epitaxial films. Another parameter which may influence hysteresis is the electrode/film interface. Since

the work functions of the two films differ, and there is an abrupt termination of the tunable dielectric film,

it's plausible that the interface would be a source of hysteresis [84-86]. The abruptness and likely impact

of the interface is most pronounced when the electrodes are comprised of normal metals such as Au/Ti, as

compared to lattice-matched conducting-oxide electrodes. Obviously, more work is needed to understand

the different sources of hysteresis and the relative extent to which each source contributes to the overall

hysteresis level.
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V. Microwave Power-Handling Capability

One of the most attractive features of tunable dielectric devices is their ability to transmit high microwave

power levels without causing unacceptable signal degradation due to the generation of intermodulation

distortion products (IMD). IMD is the result of the nonlinear behavior of devices, and arises when the

original signal mixes with a second signal at a second frequency to generate a third signal at a third

frequency [87-88]. Nonlinear device behavior also generates harmonic signals at frequencies which are an

integer multiple of the input signal. A summary of the different types of distortion caused by IMD and

harmonic signal generation are shown in Figure 8. The net result is that nonlinear distortion takes energy

from the desired signal at the frequency of interest, thus reducing the amplitude of this signal, and uses

the energy to generate harmonic and IMD signals at frequencies which may interfere with the signal of

interest.

The higher RF power-handling capabilities of tunable dielectric varactors relative to semiconductor

varactors appears to be primarily due to device configuration differences which enable the RF fields to be

spread over larger volumes in tunable dielectric devices. The electrode gap and width in tunable dielectric

varactors are typically 5-20 !am and 0.5-1.0 mm, respectively, and the RF and dc voltages are spread

across the gap. By contrast, the RF and electric fields in semiconductor varactors are concentrated across

the space charge depletion region, which is generally less than 200 nm wide for varactors with less than

i.0 pF capacitance [25,89]. In addition, the low capacitance values required for many microwave

(01 _j Linear passiveelement

0")2 _ I

COt

"_ (-02

(0' r I Nonlinear passive

"=I
element

0) 2

(01(fundamental)

(02 (fundamental)

no)t, n0)2 (harmonics)

(-01+0:)2,(-01-0)2 (second order IMD)

2(-01-0)2, 20)2- 0)! (third order IMD)

Figure 8.--Intermodulation distortion caused by transmission of signals through nonlinear

components.
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applications are achieved by decreasing tile anode electrode areas of semiconductor varactors to

dimensions as small as 2.5x10 -7 cm 2, thus compressing the RF fields into progressively smaller volumes

and decreasing the RF power-handling capability. The trend towards smaller varactor dimensions to

achieve lower capacitance contrasts with the need for devices with adequate RF power-handling

capabilities to support large bandwidth communication applications.

Higher RF power-handling capabilities in tunable dielectric devices are achieved at a cost, and this cost is

the higher dc voltage levels required to tune the devices. It is well known that the RF voltage levels for

semiconductor varactors must be substantially lower than the tuning voltages so as to avoid nonlinear

behavior [27], and this observation appears to be valid for tunable dielectric varactors as well [90]. A

general trend which summarizes the relationship between IMD (as well as other nonlinear signal) levels

and the dc voltage levels required to tune the device is given by:

IMD _=VRF (3)
vdc

Tunable devices are intrinsically nonlinear and thus susceptible to the generation of IMD and harmonic

signals. Applications which require large RF power levels to be transmitted through the tunable sections

without signal distortion must be designed so the dc voltages required for tuning substantially exceed the

RF voltage levels transmitted through the device. Although control circuitry which requires hundreds of

volts for tuning is less attractive than a circuit which requires tens of volts, it's unlikely that both high RF

power handling capability and low tuning voltages can be achieved in a single device. However, it is

possible that the RF power handling capability of tunable electric devices can be tailored simply by

adjusting the gap size.

The development of a two-tone test protocol to quantitatively establish the level of IMD in tunable

dielectric varactors and initial IMD measurements on STO varactors has been reported [91,92]. The test

procedure consists of inserting the varactor into a resonant microstrip element, which, in turn, is

capacitively coupled to the RF input and output lines. The test circuit is shown schematically in Figure 9.
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TheRFvoltageacrossthevaractorisafunctionof theRFinputvoltage,positionof thevaractoralongthe

resonator,circuitQ,couplingbetweentheinput,output,andresonatormicrostriplines,andseveralother

parameters.Measurementsof thefundamentalsignalpowerlevel(Pl,out)andthirdorderIMD product

(P3.out)demonstratethatatthehighestRFinputlevelspermissiblebythetestapparatus,thestrengthof

thethirdorderIMD signalwasmorethan20dBbelowthefundamentalsignallevelwhennobiaswas

appliedto thevaractor,andmorethan30dBlowerthanthefundamentalsignalwhena 100V biaswas

applied(Fig. 10).AlthoughmorerecentdataindicatethatIMD levelsarestronglyinfluencedbygapsize

andfilm microstructure,themeasurementsshowninFigure10indicatethatthetunabledielectric

varactorsarecapableof providingRFtuningathighRFsignallevelswhilemaintainingsignaldistortion

belowlevelswhichcouldimpairsystemperformance.

VI. Applications

Tunable dielectric films provide a means of introducing tuning into microwave and millimeter-wave

circuits which cannot be achieved using existing ferrite and semiconductor tuning technologies because of

design issues, insufficient power-handling capabilities of the tuning elements, or poor Q values at the

operating frequencies. Tunable dielectric varactors and devices will be used in applications with the

following requirements: small circuit size and acceptable Q (>500) values at frequencies above 10 GHz,

fast tuning, and moderate-to-high RF power handling capability. These properties are particularly

attractive for large-bandwidth, Ka-band communication systems. Additional advantages are the low dc

power levels required to tune the materials and the low fabrication cost, which opens the possibility for

low-cost varactors and devices which can be used for applications such as miniaturized tunable local

oscillators, electronically steerable phased-array antennas, and adaptive frequency response bandpass and

bandreject filters. In this section, we outline the design considerations used for various devices, and

review the performance of tunable proof-of-concept devices designed to support large bandwidth

applications at Ku-band and higher frequencies.
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Figure 9.--Test circuit for measuring third order intermodulation distortion in tunable
dielectric varactors. (a) Planar capacitor. (b) Microstrip resonator.
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A. Filters

Bandpass and bandreject filters are used in the receiver front end to ensure that only signals in the desired

frequency range enter the receiver. Because the performance of miniaturized microwave and millimeter-

wave devices is extremely sensitive to minor deviations in parameters such as linewidth and substrate

thickness, it is difficult to manufacture filters within the prescribed frequency specifications. Thus, some

degree of tuning is generally required. The base station transmit filtering requirements for cellular and

PCS applications are currently satisfied using air or dielectric-filled cavity filters. In these filters,

frequency tuning is achieved by mechanically screwing a metal or dielectric material into or out of the

cavity, which perturbs the electromagnetic fields in the cavity and brings the resonant frequency into the

desired range [93]. Although it is fairly simple to tune a single resonator by mechanical means, tuning an

entire filter is considerably more difficult because one resonant element will perturb the fields in the other

resonant elements. An additional complication is the possibility of frequency drifting caused by detuning

of the resonators or filters. The expense and reliability concerns surrounding mechanically tuned filters

could be surmounted by using electronically tuned filters. Electronic tuning has the potential to be a

much quicker tuning method, and would enable filters and resonators to be adaptively tuned from remote

locations. The disadvantage of electronic tuning is that a portion of the electromagnetic field must

propagate through the tuning element; because the Q of the tuning element is generally lower than that of

the nontunable portion of the resonator, the overall resonator Q is lowered, thus degrading filter

performance. Various techniques have been developed to couple the capacitance of the tuning elements to

that of cavity and microstrip resonators [94-97].

Planar filters comprised of microstrip, stripline, or finline filters on insulating substrates offer a low-cost

means of providing filtering, but are difficult to fabricate to the required frequency and bandwidth

specifications. Low-cost, small-size filters are preferably fabricated on polycrystalline, high er substrates

and it is extremely difficult to manufacture filters within precise frequency tolerances because the

metallization linewidths are smaller than the linewidths of lower I_r substrates, and small deviations in

substrate thickness and surface roughness cause unacceptably large deviations in the frequency response.
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In orderto makesmall-sizefilterscommerciallyviable,a low-costmeansof implementingelectronic

tuningto bringthefilterswithinspecificationsmustbedeveloped.Forplanarmicrostripfilterswithone-

halfwavelengthlongresonantelements,tuningisaccomplishedbyaddingtunablecapacitorstooneof

theopencircuitedendsof theresonantelement,wheretheamplitudeof theRFelectricfieldisatorclose

toamaximum.Thetunablecapacitorincreasestheelectricalenergystoredin theresonantelement,thus

effectivelylengtheningtheresonatoranddecreasingits resonantfrequency.Frequencytuningof the

resonatorisproportionalto thecapacitancetuningof thevaractor,andthefrequencytuningrangeis

proportionaltothefractionof RFenergystoredin thevaractorrelativeto theenergystoredin the

nontunableportionof theresonator[60].Forapplicationswhereonlymodesttuningisdesired,suchas

thoserequiredto bringfilterswithinspecifications,smallcapacitancevaractors(typicallylessthan0.5pF

for applicationsabove2GHz)arerequired.

A moreambitioususeof filter tuningisto adaptivelycorrectforDopplershiftedfrequenciesinLEO

satellitecommunicationsystems.Sincethesatelliteis movingrelativetotheearthstation,thereceived

frequencieswill beshiftedrelativeto thetransmittedfrequencies.Forexample,atKa-bandfrequencies,

NASAestimatesthatfor spaceplatformsrequiring155Mbpsdataratesand64MHzbandwidths(e.g.

DirectDataDistributionproject)Dopplereffectinducedfrequencyshiftsof +500 kHz are expected [98].

One option for alleviating this problem is simply to make the bandwidth of the filter sufficiently large that

the Doppler shifted signal is transmitted into the receiver. However, this is an inefficient means of

utilizing the frequency spectrum, and as the number of satellite systems vying for available spectrum

increases, it will become necessary to implement technologies which reduce co-channel interference and

make optimal use of the available frequency spectrum. Adaptive tuning is an attractive method to help

reach these goals.

A proof-of-concept, tunable two-pole bandpass filter was recently demonstrated at NASA-Lewis

[99,100]. The microstrip filter was comprised of a YBCO/STO film on LAO substrate, with the YBCO

patterned as shown in Figure 1I. At 77K, The filter displayed a 4% bandwidth, non de-embedded
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insertion loss of 1.5 dB, and was tunable over a range of approximately 17.5-19 GHz. A microstrip

bandreject filter (Ku-band) fabricated by the same group displayed high in-band rejection and a tunability

range of over 2 GHz [ I01 ]. The band reject filter design and performance are shown in Figures 12 and 13.

This work demonstrates that the tuning-to-loss ratio of the filter is not simply a function of the tuning and

dielectric loss of the tunable dielectric film, but is strongly related to the biasing scheme and resonator

design.

A proof-of-concept, adaptively tunable bandreject filter suite which provides in-band rejection from

8.5- 10.5 GHz, was demonstrated by SCT, Inc. The filter suite is comprised of four separate filters, with

each filter capable of at least 40 dB adaptable rejection within a 500 MHz band. Each filter contains three
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overlapped to increase the signal rejection.

tunable resonators, and the bias voltages across each resonator were adjusted so as to overlap the

resonances and thus increase the rejection. Tuning speed measurements showed that the time required for

the resonators to shift from one frequency to another was less than 10 ns. The performance of the four-

filter suite is shown in Figure 14.
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B. Phase Shifters

Unquestionably, the use of tunable dielectric materials in the beam steering circuitry of phased array

antennas is the most ambitious and potentially far-reaching as well as lucrative application of tunable

dielectric materials. The advantages and attributes of beam-steerable phased-array antennas for Ka-band

wireless systems are outlined in Section II.A.

Although it is beyond the scope of this chapter to provide a detailed description of phased array antenna

and phase shifter design, some background is needed to understand the rationale for proposing tunable

dielectric materials for these devices. More detailed information regarding phased array antenna and

phase shifter design is available [19,27,29,102-104]. The key elements which enable beam steering in

adaptive antennas are the phase shifters. These antennas are generally comprised of two-dimensional

arrays of radiating elements spaced _.0/2 apart, where _'0 is the free-space wavelength of the signal. The

angle at which the antenna beam is radiated or received is established by the angle at which constructive

interference between radiating elements occurs. This angle is controlled by varying the electrical phase

between adjacent radiating elements. The phase shift between adjacent radiating elements (_) required to

produce a scan angle (00) is given by:

(4)

where s is the distance between radiating elements. The scan angle, 00, is assumed to be relative to

broadside (i.e. normal to the plane of radiating elements). Equation 4 illustrates that electronically

altering the phase difference between radiating elements enables the direction of the antenna beam to be

steered. The key characteristics sought in phase shifters for phased array antennas are:

• Low insertion loss. Less than 3 dB insertion loss for 360 degrees of phase shift is generally

tolerated, and lower insertion loss values are highly desirable.

• Time delay operation. Ideally, phase shift is independent of frequency over a wide bandwidth.

This criteria is met for digital switched line phase shifters, where an ideal switch is used to route
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thesignalalongoneof twopathways.Phaseshift is accomplishedbecausetheelectricallengths

of thetwopathwaysaredifferent.At Ku-bandandlowerfrequencies,PINdiodesandfieldeffect

transistors(FET's)performwellaselectricalswitches,buttheirperformancedegradesathigher

frequenciesdueto increasedinsertionloss.Severalferritephaseshiftersalsoprovidedigital

operation,mostnotablythetwin-toroidanddual-modetypes.TheReggiaSpencerferritephase

shifterisatrue-timedelay,analogphaseshifter.

• Driveranddrivepower.Thecomplexityandpowerrequirementsofthecircuitryusedtocontrol

thephasewill havealargeimpactontheapplicabilityof thephaseshiftertechnologyfor agiven

application.Forexample,dualmodeferritephaseshifterscaneasilymeettheperformance

requirementsfor Ka-bandphaseshifters,butthecostandtuningpowerrequirementsmakeferrite

technologiesanunlikelychoicefor low-cost,low-powerwirelessapplications.

• RFpowerhandlingcapability.TheRFvoltageamplitudesacrossthecontrolelements(e.g.PIN

diode,FET,ferriteelement,orvaractor(e.g.semiconductoror tunabledielectric)mustbe

sufficientlylowthattheydonotmodulatethecontrolelements.Power-handlingcapabilityis

generallynotanissuefor bulkferritecontrolelementsorPINsemiconductordiodes,butis the

majorlimitationwhichpreventswidespreaduseof semiconductorvaractorsfor transmit

applications.ThefactthattunabledielectricvaractorsappeartohavemuchhigherRFpower

handlingcapabilitiesthansemiconductorvaractorsmakesthemattractiveforapplicationssuchas

short-rangeradar,wherelowcost,lowweight,fastswitchingspeeds,andanalogbeamsteering

areessential.

AlthoughKa-bandphaseshifterswithacceptableperformancelevelscanbefabricatedusingferriteor

digitalsemiconductordevices,theyareimpracticalfor all commercialandmostnon-commercial

applicationsbecauseof theirhighcost[19].Tunabledielectricphaseshiftersofferthepotentialfor low-

cost,high-performancephaseshiftersatKa-bandfrequencies.Theydonotsufferfromthesameloss

mechanismswhichdegradetheperformanceof semiconductorvaractorsatmicrowavefrequencies(series

electrodelosses),andtheeasewithwhichthefilmscanbepreparedenableslargearraysof phaseshifters
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to befabricatedatlowcost.Priorworkhasestablishedthatthe dielectric constants of highly epitaxial

BSTO and STO thin films can be easily tuned using dc voltages, and the power dissipated by the tuning

circuitry is negligible, thus making tunable dielectrics an attractive technology for applications where

power is limited, such as deep-space missions or portable consumer devices. A schematic of a prototype

phase shifter demonstrating over 360 degrees of phase shift at Ku-band frequencies is shown in Figure 15,

and the experimentally observed phase shift at cryogenic [105], and room temperatures [106] are shown

in Figures 16 and 17, respectively. Improved film processing techniques and tuning configurations are

currently being explored to reduce the insertion losses in Ka-band cryogenic and ambient-temperature

360 degree phase shifters. Key issues to resolve are the interplay between film e r and metallization losses,

and evaluation of which device configurations (i.e. microstrip, suspended stripline, or finline) provide

optimal performance at Ka-band. In addition to device design, there are basic materials barriers which

must be overcome before this technology will be used outside the laboratory. Capacitive hysteresis is

extremely detrimental to phase shifters because phased array antennas require precise correlation between

tuning voltage and phase shift so as to avoid beam degradation.
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Figure 15.---(a) Single-element phase shifter

(with input/output 50 to 25 _ transformers)

S = 12.7 i_m, W = 76.2 i_m. (b) Schematic of
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]
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eight-element, 50 _ coplanar microstrip phase

shifter. S = 7.5 i_m and W = 25 _m.
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Transmission-type tunable dielectric phase shifters have been demonstrated at the Electrotechnical

Institute [107], and a schematic of a 1.9 GHz phase shifter is shown in Figure 18. For measurements at

77K, thin film STO varactors were soldered into the shunt arms, and 120 degrees of phase shift with less

than 1.0 dB insertion loss was obtained by varying the capacitance of the varactors from 2.2-1.1 pF. At

room temperature, varactors comprised of thick film BSTO (3 p.m) on MgO substrates were inserted into

the circuit, and a phase shift of 110 degrees was obtained with less than !.5 dB insertion loss over the

entire tuning range. However, the dc voltages required to tune the ambient temperature device were

higher than the voltages required at 77K; up to 400 V were used to tune the BSTO varactors, whereas the

maximum dc voltage for the STO varactors was 90 V. The phase shifter utilizes a hybrid-coupled,

transmission-type design; the signal is split between two arms, with the varactors located such that the

transmitted signals constructively interfere at the output port, and the reflected signals destructively
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interfere at the input port. A large advantage of this type of circuit is its effectiveness in minimizing

reflection losses. Since losses due to signal reflection are a major source of microwave loss in most planar

circuits (due to impedance mismatch resulting from the varying e r of the tunable dielectric film), the fact

that the shunt-loaded transmission structure minimizes this problem makes it a very promising for a wide

variety of phased array antenna applications. To achieve 360 degrees of phase shift, several sections such

as shown in figure 18 would need to be cascaded. In practice, phased array antennas with 10-20%

bandwidths are generally designed so that each section provides less than 30 degrees of phase shift [27],

thus the results shown above demonstrate the potential for developing low-cost phase shifters using

tunable dielectric materials.

We believe that low-cost, electronically controlled phased array are more likely to be realized with

optimized tunable dielectric devices than existing semiconductor technology. To obtain the necessary

signal control across the breadth of the antenna will require delays of considerably greater than
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360degrees.As alreadydiscussedin thischapter,tunabledielectricphaseshifterscapableof phase shifts

above 360 degrees have already been demonstrated, thus rendering support to the concept of phased

arrays implementation based solely on tunable dielectric technology. However, it is also possible that a

hybrid concept, comprised of some combination of semiconductor and tunable dielectric devices, could

result in low-cost phased array antennas. How to integrate these two technologies for use in control

devices in a cost-effective manner is a question requires require further consideration.

VII. Conclusions

There are a number of microwave applications where tunable dielectric devices could play a key role in

improving system performance, or perhaps provide the key technology which enables a system to be

deployed. We anticipate that the most promising applications are in broadband wireless communications

systems where the user-to-satellite and user-to-base station links must be at Ka-band so as to support high

data rate transmission applications. Traditional tuning methods have not demonstrated that they are

capable of meeting the performance and cost requirements for these applications, whereas prototype

tunable dielectric devices have shown considerable promise. Although, there are still a number of

materials and device issues which must be resolved before serious commercialization of tunable

dielectric devices will take place, the foreseen impact of this technology is extraordinary.
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LISTOFFIGURES

Figurel.--PictorialoverviewoftheIridiumSystem.Notethatuser-to-satellitelinkisatL-band.Reprintedby
permissionofJohnWiley& Sons,lnc)-'.

Figure2.--Schematicdiagramofconventionalanalogtuningtechnologies;(a)Mesastructureof p+nsemiconductor
varactor-''_(ReprintedbypermissionofIEEEPress).(b)Magnetizedferritetoroidt°-"(Reprintedbypermissionof
ArtechHouse).

Figure3.--Schematicdiagrams.(a)Parallelplateparaelectricvaractorconfiguration.(b)Planarvaractor
configuration.

Figure4.---Capacitanceandtankof0.4mmBSTO(40/60)interdigitalvaractorwith16.5mmgap,datatakenat
298K.Theresonantfrequencyofthetwo-portcircuitwastunedfrom2.54-3.00GHzbythedcbias,andthedc
voltagewasscannedovertheentirerangefourtimes.50Vdcbiascorrespondstoanelectricfieldof3.03x104V/cm.
Datacourtesyof SCT,Inc.

Figure5.-----Capacitanceandtan8ofO.4mmSTOinterdigitalvaractorwith17ramgap,datatakenat70K.The
resonantfrequencyofthetwo-portcircuitwastunedfrom2.31-3.08GHzbythedcbias,andthedcvoltagewas
scannedovertheentirerangefourtimes.50Vdcbiascorrespondstoanelectricfieldof2.94x104V/cm.Data
courtesyof SCT,Inc.

Figure6.--AtomicForceMicroscopyimageof0.4mmBSTOfilmonLaAIO3substate.Thefilmwasdeposited
usinglaserablationatasubstratetemperatureof750°C, then post-annealed in an oxygen tube furnace at 1080 °C
for seven hours.

Figure 7.--Atomic Force Microscopy image ofO.4 mm STO (40/60) film on LaAIO 3substrate. The film was
deposited using laser ablation at a substrate temperature of 750 °C, then post-annealed in an oxygen tube furnace at
1080 °C for seven hours.

Figure 8.--lntermodulation distortion caused by transmission of signals through nonlinear components.

Figure 9.--Test circuit for measuring third order intermodulation distortion in tunable dielectric varactors. (a) Planar

capacitor. (b) Microstrip resonator.

Figure IO.--RF power levels of fundamental and third order intermodulation distortion as a function of input power.

The lower abcissa (U.m) shows the RF voltage level across the varactor. Squares denote the RF input and output

power levels with no bias applied to the varactor, and circles denote the performance with 100 volts applied to the
varactor.

Figure 1 l.--(a) Schematic of a tunable bandpass filter circuit. The dimensions are W = 86.25 ktm, L = 6.8 mm,

S_ = 100 lam, S._= 300 lam, H = 1.33 mm, and w = 12.5 lam, and r = 200 tam. (b) Simulated data showing transmis-

sion (S2t) versus frequency for different values of film E. (c) Experimental data showing S.,t and reflection (S_)
versus frequency as a function of dc bias.

Figure 12.--Microstripline side-coupled ring resonator. W = 406 I.tm for the 25 f/ring and 89 lam for the 50 f2 ring.

w = 89 p.m, g = 25 lain, and r = 1694 ktm.

Figure 13.--Effect of dc bias on the 3_, resonant frequency (fo) and sharpness of resonance df-' for a Au/STO/LAO

ring resonator at 77K. The ring is biased at V_ and line at Vt, where V R > Vt.

Figure 14.--Performance of tunable bandreject filter used in 8.5 - 10.5 GHz suite. Each filter contains three tunable

resonators, and the resonators are overlapped to increase the signal rejection.
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Figure15.--(a)Single-elementphaseshifter(withinput/output50to25V transformers)S= 12.7mm,
W =76.2mm.(b)Schematicofeight-element,50Vcoplanarmicrostripphaseshifter.S=7.5mmandW=25mm.

Figure16.--Transmissionmagnitudeandphasevaluesfora50fL eight-elementcoplanarmicrostripphaseshifter
usingYBCO(0.35lam/STO(1.0!am)/LAO(254lam).DataweretakenatT=40Kand16GHz.(b)Samephase
shifterasin(a),butdatatakenat T= 77Kand16GHz.

Figure17.--(a)PhaseshiftofS.,t versusdcbiasvoltagefora25f/singleelementAu(2.5I.tm)/Bao6Sro4TiO_
(300nm)/LAO(254Bm)phaseshifter.Dataweretakenat300K. (b)PhaseshiftofS_,,fora50f/eight-elementAu
(2.5gtm)/Bao_SrosTiOJ(300nm)/LAO(254lam)phaseshifterat302K.(c)MagnitudeofS.,,forphaseshifterin (b)
at302K.

Figure18.--Schematicof transmission-mode,!.9GHzphaseshifter.Tuningisaccomplishedbyvaryingthe
capacitanceoftunabledielectricvaractorslocatedintheshuntarms.
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